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STATEMENT 

 

The indoor tournament ULTIMATUM 2020 

 

1. General provisions 

 

The tournament ULTIMATUM 2020 (further – Tournament) holds in accordance 

with the organization plan of the tournaments in mixed division of the indoor 

season 2019-2020, accredited by the Russian Flying Disc Federation  

 

Goals and purposes: 

- popularization of Ultimate among people of Samara region 

- health promotion 

- promotion of mixed types of sport 

- making connection between representatives of sports from PRC, Russian 

Federation and other countries participants; 

- determining winners and awardees of the Tournament 

 

2. Dates and place of the tournament 

The Tournament holds on 03/21/2020 and 03/22/2020. Place: Russian Federation, 

Samara region, Togliatti, Sport complex «Olimp» (Primorsky boulevard, 49). 

 

3. Tournaments’ management 

Overall and direct management assigns to the public organization «Pro Ultimate» 

and its management: 

Head of the tournament: Vorobyov Ilya Pavlovich 

Head of the spirit of the game: Polikarpov Aleksey Aleksandrovich 

 

4. Tournament participants 

Both Men and Women 16 y.o. or older are allowed taking part. 

To play in «mixed division» a team has to have 8-12 players. In so doing, a team 

has to have at least 4 Men and 4 Women. 

Uniform of all players of a team has to be identic, with a readable number on a 

player’s back and shorts. Players, dressed in a uniform contradicting the 

requirements or has untidy look, can be rejected. 

 

 



5. Conditions of the Tournament 

The Tournament holds according to international rules The World Flying Disc 

Federation and The Statement. 

Amount of the team-participants: 8-12 

Division: mixed 

Match system is defined no later than 3 days before the Tournament 

 

6. Determination of winners 

 

At first stage a team gets 1 point for a win and 0 point for a loose. There is the 

playoff system. Teams of the playoffs and the teams playing for places in the 

bottom half of the table are determined according to the results of the group stage. 

Places of the teams are defined by the total amount of the scores gotten by the 

teams taking into consideration the system of the competition. If two or more 

teams have equal quantity of scores their places define sequentially: 

- according to scored and missed discs 

- according to the personal meeting between them 

 

7. Rewarding  

 

The team won first place is awarded the Cup and the Medals with symbolic of the 

Tournament. The teams placed (2,3 places) at the Tournament are awarded the 

Medals with symbolic of the Tournament. The team, that gets maximum average 

scores for the Spirit of the game will get the Cup and the Medals with the symbolic 

of the Tournament for the Spirit of the game. If the average meaning of the scores 

is equal for two or more teams the Cup gets the team that takes higher place. 

 

8. Financing 

 

Expenses for preparing and holding of the competition (Charges of the staff, 

medical and service personnel and rewarding of teams) are paid off by one-time 

contribution of the teams-participants. One-time contribution is 7500 rubles for the 

teams from the Russian Federation and €110 according to exchange rate for 

foreign teams. 

One-time contribution is made till 02/29/2020 

 

9. Providing safety of participants and spectators 

 

The tournament goes at the sport objects meeting all the demands and standard acts 

of the Samara region aimed to guarantee public peace and safety of the participants 

and the viewers in the presence of the certificates of readiness of carrying out sport 

competitions approved in accordance with the established procedure. 

 

 

 



10.  Medical service 

 

Medical service is provided according to the order of Ministry of Health of The 

Russian Federation from 03/01/2016 № 134Н «About providing Health care to the 

people engaging physical activities and sport»  (inter alia in a period of preparation 

and spending sport actions), including the order of medical inspection of the people 

wanting to engage sport training, physical culture and sport in organizations and/or 

pass tests of the Russian National complex of physical culture and sports «Ready 

for labor and defence». 

 

11. Prevention wrongful influence the results 

 

Wrongful influence the results is restricted. 

Taking part in gambling, bookmaking and betting are forbidden: 

- For sportsmen: for official sport competitions that they take part in. 

- For staff: for official sport competitions that they enforce to follow the rules 

of sport or type of sport and regulations about the competitions. 

- For coaches: for official sport competitions that they hold trainings and 

management of the sportsmen taking part in their competitions 

- For the Head of sport teams: for official sport competitions in which sport 

teams managed by them take part. 

 

12. Applications 

 

Preliminary applications for registration of a team have to be send on web address 

info@ProUltimate.ru. The phone number for information +7 917 136 08 81. 

Applications can be received until 02/24/2020. 

An application does not require a specific form. It must contain first and middle 

names of a person, their phone number, email, links of their social nets, name of a 

team, a city and a Country that they represent. 

Roster of a team and additional information about accommodation, nourishment 

etc. is provided separately. All the administrative data about time period and forms 

of transmission of the information will be provided additionally to participants that 

sent application. 

The statement is the official invitation to the Tournament.  

mailto:info@ProUltimate.ru

